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Abstract: Wildfires are keystone components of natural disturbance regimes that maintain ecosystem
structure and functions, such as the hydrological cycle, in many parts of the world. Consequently,
critical surface freshwater resources can be exposed to post-fire effects disrupting their quantity,
quality and regularity. Although well studied at the local scale, the potential extent of these effects has
not been examined at the global scale. We take the first step toward a global assessment of the wildfire
water risk (WWR) by presenting a spatially explicit index of exposure. Several variables related to
fire activity and water availability were identified and normalized for use as exposure indicators.
Additive aggregation of those indicators was then carried out according to their individual weight.
The resulting index shows the greatest exposure risk in the tropical wet and dry forests. Intermediate
exposure is indicated in mountain ranges and dry shrublands, whereas the lowest index scores are
mostly associated with high latitudes. We believe that such an approach can provide important
insights for water security by guiding global freshwater resource preservation.
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1. Introduction
Wildfires are essential to ecosystem function across the globe [1], influencing a wide spectrum of
ecosystem components and natural processes [2], among which is the hydrological cycle. Accordingly,
an abundant literature has described the effects of vegetation burning and post-fire recovery on local
hydrology in different biogeographic areas [3–6]. Vegetation cover, litter and soil organic matter can be
dramatically reduced by large fires and can lead to higher surface runoff and soil erosion, increasing
water quantity, but decreasing water quality. The water requirements of rapidly growing post-fire
vegetation can subsequently limit water quantity [4], even though water quality may improve [7].
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Although a significant number of studies have examined such second-order fire effects on surface
freshwater resources [8], most have been conducted at a local or regional scale [8–12], whereas
global-scale studies do not exist. Despite the ubiquitous nature of fire and the potential for adverse
consequences on ecosystems and populations [13], large-scale assessments of the risks that fire can pose
to water resources are lacking. However, several important advancements in natural resources global
mapping [14] and the development of innovative methods and global databases now make it possible
to better understand the intersection of wildfire activity [15,16] and water resource availability [17,18]
at the scale of the planet.
The large diversity of data types and derived metrics in these global databases creates a challenge
for conducting global assessments, particularly when combining data from two fields, pyrogeography
and hydrogeography. Often, resource or risk indices are created by aggregating proxy variables, called
indicators, that are known to play a role in the occurrence of the studied phenomenon [19–22]. In
such an approach, raster datasets representing indicators are selected and normalized to assign each
pixel a score. Each indicator is then assigned a weight according to its assumed importance to the
phenomenon of interest. Numerous indicators can then be aggregated to create a final raster index,
whereby pixel values reflect the degree of risk or resource availability. Finally, the index can be tested
for its sensitivity to each indicator and assigned weight. Several key global studies used this approach
to underline issues in water security and riverine biodiversity [20], ocean vulnerability to human
impact [22] and to identify natural areas of great importance for ecosystem functioning [19].
Inspired by this effective approach, we introduce here the concept of the wildfire water risk
(WWR), which we define as the potential for wildfires to adversely affect water resources important
for downstream ecosystems and human water needs for adequate water quantity and quality. We
present a spatial framework as a foundation for assessing this underappreciated risk and introduce the
global wildfire water exposure index (GWWEI) as a first step toward an integrated global assessment
of the WWR. We then evaluate the sensitivity of the GWWEI to seven indicators relevant to fire and
to water resources. Finally, we discuss how inclusion or variation in individual exposure indicators
affects the interpretation of the index.
2. Materials and Methods
We detail below the procedure of the GWWEI concept, starting with a precise description of
the data selected to be used as indicators in our framework (Figure 1). We then explain how those
data were transformed to obtain normalized indicators, resulting in pixel values ranging from 0 to
100. We follow with an explanation of the weighted aggregation process of indicators’ scores, known
as indexation, and finally, we perform a thorough sensitivity analysis of the resulting index to test
its stability.
2.1. Data Selection and Indicators’ Definition
We selected a parsimonious set of global indicators that described the potential for wildfire activity
and the availability of surface freshwater resources (Table 1). A total of seven indicators were selected
based on their availability at the global scale, their relevance to the GWWEI and the nature of the
information (i.e., yearly to multi-decadal averages). All data used in this study are “off-the-shelf”
and freely available on the Internet or by request from the authors. Although our data have some
discrepancies in their time period, they are the product of large-scale long-term monitoring, which
substantially smooths spatial and temporal variability, making them suitable for use in a global model.
Although slight temporal mismatches may be responsible for some inaccuracies, there is reason to
believe that these would be relatively minor.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the global wildfire water exposure index (GWWEI) framework. AB, area
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2.1. Data Selection and Indicators’ Definition
We selected a parsimonious set of global indicators that described the potential for wildfire
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Area burned (AB) has been found to be a good global proxy for fire activity [23], especially as
Surfacefactor
Runoff (SR)
GWSP to water
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0.5°
fire size is an important
of post-fire impact
resources [3].
Mean1950–2000
monthly area burned
(hectares) for large fires (>120 ha) was extracted from the Global Fire Emission Database (GFED) V4,
a database derived from remote-sensing imagery acquired with several sensors. Data span 1995–2014,
and are spatially aggregated at a 0.25˝ pixel resolution [24,25]. Our AB indicator, as an average of
the monthly area burned for the past 20 years, provides a view of areas experiencing most of the fire
activity across the planet.
Fire danger (FD) is a measure of the potential for a fire to ignite and spread across the landscape
and therefore is critical to assess water resources exposure. The most common fire danger metrics are
calculated using the Canadian Fire Weather Index (FWI) System [26], which estimates existing fire
danger across an area as derived from observations of four fire-weather elements (i.e., temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed, and precipitation). An increasing index value means lower fuel
moisture, higher wind speed and, consequently, a greater fire danger. Data come from the Global
Fire Weather Database (GFWED), a global database of the FWI system and its components. Data are
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derived from the Modern Era-Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) climate
product provided by NASA and ground weather stations, compiled for 1980–2012 at a resolution of
0.5˝ latitude ˆ 2/3˝ longitude [27,28]. Our FD indicator, based on the final FWI, provides information
about the potential for fire activity, but does not account for actual area burned, vegetation composition
or human influence on fire activity.
In many places of the world, lightning activity is an important factor of fire ignition [23] that
can lead to a large area burned when it occurs in remote areas [29–31]. We used the mean annual
lightning flash rate as an indicator of natural ignitions (NI), expressed as the number of flashes per km2
and per year. Data come from the High Resolution Flash Climatology, a sub-product of the Gridded
Lightning Climatology dataset produced by the Lightning and Atmospheric Electricity Research Team
at NASA using LIS/OTD remote-sensing observations. It is the result of flash counts per area scaled
by the detection efficiency of sensors and gridded at a resolution of 0.5˝ for 1995–2010 [32]. We build
our NI indicator considering that a higher lightning flash rate is associated with a higher chance for
lightning to reach the ground, potentially starting a fire when the strike occurs in a vegetated area. As
it does not account for individual strikes, lightning activity should not be considered as an actual fire
ignition product.
The anthropogenic influence (AI) on fire activity is well known, but is still a matter of debate,
as the nature of this influence is complicated [33–35]. Nonetheless, a recent study argues that human
influence tends to decrease fire activity at the global scale [16] and, consequently, the area burned.
We thus consider higher levels of AI as an indicator of lower fire activity. As a proxy for AI, we used
the Human Footprint Index (HFP) V2 data from the Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center from
NASA, computed from 1995 to 2004 at a one-kilometer pixel resolution. This data depicts the extent
and density of human features, conveying higher levels of disturbances to natural areas, with lower
values showing a lower footprint, on a 0–100 score scale [36]. However, scores are scaled per biome
and, thus, encompass different socio-environmental configurations, which, in turn, have different
effects on fire activity across the globe [35].
Surface runoff (SR) is excess precipitation contributing to surface river-stream networks after
evaporative and drainage losses. It can be greatly increased due to changes in water interception
by vegetation and alteration of soil properties caused by wildfires. SR data is available as long-term
average runoff, derived from a global water-balance model and river gauging stations, computed in
mm/year at a 0.5˝ pixel resolution over the 1950–2000 period [37,38]. For this study, our indicator
assumes that areas showing higher levels of SR play a prominent role in the amount of available water
resources and are thus more vulnerable to disturbances. We thus considered them as preferential
areas of post-fire runoff increases. That said, if natural SR increases when vegetation cover is reduced,
it becomes more difficult to predict and can lead to greater erosion levels and floods.
Soil moisture (SM) reserves are critical to sustain surface runoff and dry season river-stream
baseflows. Although high levels of SM favor runoff and water availability, it is also sensitive to post-fire
changes in vegetation cover [39]. SM data were compiled from the Atlas of the Biosphere [40] and
based on the Terrestrial Water Budget Data Archive produced by the Center for Climatic Research at
the University of Delaware [40–42]. Data were derived from several thousands of weather stations
records from 1950 to 1999 and interpolated at a 0.5˝ pixel resolution. Our indicator assumes that a
drop in soil moisture content after a fire is caused by greater inputs of radiative energy [43], which, in
turn, negatively impact SR levels and amounts of water during the dry season.
The reduction of the vegetation cover after a fire might impact actual evapotranspiration (AET)
levels [44], which is the effective quantity of water released by vegetation transpiration and water
evaporation from the soil. AET data come from the Consortium of International Agricultural Research
Centers-Consortium for Spatial Information (CGIAR-CSI) [45] and show the average of AET in
mm/year at a 0.08˝ pixel resolution, from 1950 to 2000, based on WorldClim inputs. Our indicator is
used as a proxy for post-fire water-balance change, based on the reasonable assumption that without
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vegetation interception and respiration, AET will mainly be converted to runoff. This process would
be limited, however, by expected increases in post-fire soil-water evaporation.
2.2. Data Processing and Aggregation
All data were rasterized, reprojected to the WGS84 geographic coordinate system and resampled
to a 0.5˝ pixel resolution. We used the FWI layer, which does not account for desert areas, as an
extraction mask for other layers. Therefore, we avoided result biases by including arid areas where
climatic conditions restrain water availability, as well as vegetation growth and, consequently, wildfire
activity. We also processed the grids in order to match the spatial coverage of FD. Finally, small islands
without consistent coverage through the different layers were removed, as well as Greenland and
Antarctica (28% of global land surface). Data were processed with ArcGIS 10.1 [46] and exported as
GeoTIFF images for post-processing.
Prior to the indexation process, data were normalized between 0 and 100 scores and then
considered as actual indicators of the GWWEI (Figure 2). Normalization, in this context, makes
indicators comparable to each other by replacing initial values (e.g., mm or ha) according to a
common and standard scale, here 0–100. Our raw exposure index is then a simple pixel-wise additive
aggregation process of the selected indicators, based on their respective attributed weight:
I“

n
ÿ

wi xn,i

i“1

where I is our final risk index; n is the number of indicators (i.e., 7); wi is the relative weight of each
indicator; xn,i is the normalized value of each indicator [47].
Our weighting scheme assigns 50% to fire indicators and 50% to water indicators and equally
partitions the weights within each of these groups. Therefore, we assigned a 16.6% weight to each
water indicator (3) and a 12.5% weight to each fire indicator (4). As a result, one pixel’s final score in
the index theoretically ranges from 0 to 100, a higher score meaning a higher concentration of exposure
factors. This method is inspired by the work of Freudenberger et al. [19]. Data normalization and index
Forestswere
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2.3. Sensitivity Analysis
It is critical in indexation models to test the robustness of the aggregated index to evaluate the
level of confidence in the final score [48]. We thoroughly evaluated the sensitivity of the raw index to
the seven indicators using one non‐spatial approach and six spatial approaches (Table 2). The main
product of this analysis is a measure of score variability expressed as a coefficient of variation that
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2.3. Sensitivity Analysis
It is critical in indexation models to test the robustness of the aggregated index to evaluate the
level of confidence in the final score [48]. We thoroughly evaluated the sensitivity of the raw index to
the seven indicators using one non-spatial approach and six spatial approaches (Table 2). The main
product of this analysis is a measure of score variability expressed as a coefficient of variation that was
computed from the re-weighting of the indicators and by omitting some indicators from the calculation
in order to assess their relative weight to the final score.
Table 2. Details pertaining to each sensitivity analysis method.
Sensitivity Analysis
Method

Procedure Detail

Weight Variation Scheme

# of Modified Indices

Spearman/Pearson
correlation

Calculus of correlation
coefficients between index
and indicators

-

-

Stepwise

One-by-one addition of each
indicator until final index

-

-

Jackknifing

Iterative exclusion of each
indicator in the
aggregation process

-

7

Low/high case scenario

Bounded weight variation
based on indicator distribution

Within 6.5% and 18.5% for
fire indicators; Within 10.6%
and 22.6% for fire indicators

2

Random variation

Bounded random
weight variation

Within 6.5% and 18.5% for
fire indicators; Within 10.6%
and 22.6% for fire indicators

14

Systematic variation

Incremental bounded
weight variation

Within 6.5% and 18.5% for
fire indicators; Within 10.6%
and 22.6% for fire indicators

28

The first common technique we applied was to non-spatially analyze index sensitivity by
measuring the level of correlation between the GWWEI and each indicator separately, as well as
among indicators (Table 3). The Spearman correlation coefficient table was generated as a measure of
dependency, such that indicators highly correlated with the final index have an overall higher influence
on final index scores.
Table 3. Spearman correlation coefficients between the GWWEI and source indicators, as well as
between indicators.
Fire

GWWEI

Water

AB

FD

NI

AI

AET

SM

SR

1.00

0.21

´0.11

0.55

´0.06

0.76

0.74

0.66

Fire

AB
FD
NI
AI

0.21
´0.11
0.55
´0.06

1.00
0.36
0.35
´0.06

0.36
1.00
0.41
´0.31

0.35
0.41
1.00
´0.41

´0.06
´0.31
´0.41
1.00

0.20
´0.14
0.65
´0.40

´0.13
´0.58
0.15
´0.16

´0.04
´0.57
0.15
´0.02

Water

AET
SM
SR

0.76
0.74
0.66

0.20
´0.13
´0.04

´0.14
´0.58
´0.57

0.65
0.15
0.15

´0.40
´0.16
´0.02

1.00
0.68
0.63

0.68
1.00
0.76

0.63
0.76
1.00

GWWEI

The simplest spatial approach we used for our sensitivity analysis was the “stepwise” method.
We reprocessed GWWEI adding one indicator at a time. We started with the weighted aggregation of
only AB and SR, as the former is the recorded fire activity and the latter is the recorded natural water
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availability; together, these indicators logically provide the simplest possible index. Then, we added
the other indicators individually, alternating fire and water indicators until all were included (i.e., the
GWWEI itself). This simple stepwise approach to sensitivity analysis allowed us to monitor the spatial
changes caused by the addition of each new variable included and to assess variation in the spatial
distribution of risk scores.
Insensa-GIS [47] also implements several modes allowing for a thorough spatial sensitivity
analysis. We used jackknifing; low-high case scenario weighting; random weighting; and systematic
weighting of indicators. These four methods captured the variability in indicator aggregation, giving
information about their intrinsic influence when compared to the original index results (Table 2). For
all weight variation modes, we computed a pixel-wise mean and coefficient of variation and averaged
them into one final map of the index’s overall coefficient of variation.
The jackknifing mode involves the iterative exclusion of each indicator from the aggregation
procedure. As this process removes our seven indicators successively to create a new index each time,
jackknifing produced eight modified indices; in other words, one for each missing indicator.
Lower and higher case scenarios modify the weight of indicators according to a predefined range
of variation, which is based on their influence on the aggregation result. As such, if an indicator
favors high index scores, its weight will be depreciated, yet not below the predefined minimum. The
opposite is true for a higher case scenario, whereby an indicator lowering the final index scores will
be over-weighted, below or equal to the upper bound of the range of variation. We set the lower
case weight boundary to 6.5% and the higher case weight boundary to 18.5% for fireindicators and
10.6%–22.6% for water indicators, a range we consider wide enough to capture index variability. This
process produced two modified indices, one for each scenario.
Random weight variation involves the randomization of each indicator’s weight during the
aggregation procedure, according to a predefined variation range. We set the same variation range
as for the previous mode, which means that an indicator can randomly be assigned any weight in
this range during indexation. We applied this procedure several times to increase the detection of
variations in index scores, which resulted in 14 new modified indices.
Finally, we created a rule set to apply the systematic weighting variation mode. We kept the
same range of variation that we used for previous modes with a 3% step increment. The process is
repeated for each indicator, resulting in 28 new modified indices. In total, the sensitivity analysis
created 51 modified versions of the index (not shown), with the coefficient of variation computed for
each of the four modes. We averaged those to produce a map of the per-pixel mean variability of
the GWWEI scores, where areas showing higher variability are thus more sensitive to changes in the
indicators’ values.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Geography of the GWWEI
Our GWWEI (Figure 3a) shows the distribution of the exposure of water resources to wildfires
across the globe. Highest scores are concentrated in the tropical latitudes, more specifically in the
forests of the Amazon basin, the Congo basin and Indonesia. Moderately high scores are mostly located
in the subtropical humid forests of southeastern Asia, southeastern North America, Central America
and in fire-prone dry forested savannas of Africa, southeastern South America and southeastern
Oceania. A large part of northeastern North America, as well as many mountain ranges across the
globe, also show moderately high scores. Intermediate scores are shown in dry savannas, dry steppes
and dry shrublands on all continents, as well as in the Mediterranean, the northwest of the Eurasian
boreal forest and the southern range of the North American boreal forest. The lowest scores are seen in
the temperate prairies of North America, South America and Eurasia, as well as in the northern boreal
and the tundra (Figure 3b).
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At this stage of our framework development, it is important to recall that the GWWEI does not
describe a quantitative likelihood or probability of impacts on water resources. It rather depicts the
geographic overlay of important drivers of the WWR and identifies areas where such quantitative
assessments must be carried out. Working at the global scale usually smooths regional differences,
and in this regard, the scores should be interpreted according to specific environmental, socio-cultural
and economic factors. For instance, high scores in African savannas are mostly driven by the AB,
as those ecosystems experience most of fire activity on Earth [24], whereas high scores in mountain
ranges are mostly driven by intermediate to high scores of SM. It is important to note that indicators
are global-scale proxies that may not be suitable when estimating fire risk or water discharge across
Forests 2016, 7, 22
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small areas.
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3.2. Sensitivity of the GWWEI
The Spearman correlation coefficients (Table 3) between the GWWEI and indicators show that
the most influential water indicators are AET (0.76), SM (0.74) and SR (0.66), whereas the most
influential fire indicators are NI (0.55) and AB (0.21). The correlation between the index and water
indicators explains the pattern of high values in tropical areas, which naturally concentrate a very
dynamic hydrological cycle. This influence of water resource indicators is confirmed by the stepwise
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3.2. Sensitivity of the GWWEI
The Spearman correlation coefficients (Table 3) between the GWWEI and indicators show that the
most influential water indicators are AET (0.76), SM (0.74) and SR (0.66), whereas the most influential
fire indicators are NI (0.55) and AB (0.21). The correlation between the index and water indicators
explains the pattern of high values in tropical areas, which naturally concentrate a very dynamic
hydrological cycle. This influence of water resource indicators is confirmed by the stepwise approach,
where the inclusion of AET in the simplest version of the index (Figure 4a) sets a pattern that is
conserved and enforced through all steps (Figure 4b–f), with SM being critical in setting the pattern
for mountain ranges, such as the Himalayas or Southern Alaska, as well as increasing scores for the
southern fringe of the boreal forest (Figure 4c). NI and AB are the fire indicators that add the most to
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3.3. The GWWEI and Its Implications for Water Resource Protection
Water security was originally defined as the guarantee of a safe, affordable and sustainable amount
of water to fulfill one’s basic daily needs [50]. This definition has been subsequently extended to
include the amount of water resources necessary to secure ecological functions, as well as agricultural
or industrial activities [51]. Knowing the potential exposure of water resources to wildfire activity, as
provided by this study, as well as the current pressure on the water supply worldwide [20,52,53], we
argue that a high level of GWWEI can have potential implications for water security. This is especially
true in areas that are dependent on surface water coming from a highly fire-prone river basin. Regional
studies from Thompson et al. [12], Santos et al. [54] and Moody and Martin [11], as well as reports
from the U.S. Forest Service [9] and the Water Research Foundation [55] showed that wildfire risk in
source watersheds raises concerns for water treatment and supply. The global information provided
by our index might be a good way to identify regions across the planet showing higher levels of
exposure, potentially requiring more detailed wildfire water risk analysis for regional water planning
and management.
Surprisingly, wildfires are rarely considered as a critical threat to water resources by international
authorities. This lack of recognition, despite major worldwide concerns about water sustainability
and scarcity, is underlined by the absence of dedicated mentions in most of the global reports and
mapping initiatives focusing on water security, water management issues or forested water basin
monitoring; in contrast, the role of forests for water resource preservation is widely aknowledged. The
GWWEI, as a part of a larger WWR framework, can contribute to knowledge improvement, especially
in mountainous areas, known as “water towers”, across the globe. Viviroli et al. [56] indeed showed
that several mountainous regions provide at least a “supportive” amount of water for downstream
supply needs, and Nogués-Bravo et al. [57] pointed out the extreme sensitivity of headwaters to
natural hazards in the context of climate change, though wildfire was not considered. Mori and
Johnson [58], for instance, demonstrated that mountains might experience significant changes in
their fire regime because of climate change, whereas Moody and Martin [11] showed the critical
exposure of mountainous reservoirs to wildfire impacts, although limited to the western U.S. In this
respect, our framework can be used to identify and prioritize sensitive areas and initiate the creation
or improvement of resource management plans or mitigation actions.
A recent study by Green et al. [59] shows global population dependence on upstream freshwater
sources. According to our index, water resources’ exposure to fire activity potentially threatens the
water supply of a large portion of the human population, as underlined by several localized events.
For example, the 2013 Rim Fire raised concerns with California State authorities when it threatened
the Hetch Hetchy reservoir, which provides most of the water supplied to the San Francisco Bay Area,
i.e., 2.6 million people. This recent event brought to light the threat induced by large and severe
wildfires to communities dependent on surface freshwater to ensure daily potable water needs, as
is the case with 78% of large cities on the planet [60]. Other major blazes that occurred in the past
decade had significant impacts on several cities’ water supply, such as Melbourne in Australia and
Denver, Boulder and Santa Fe in the United States [61], as well as numerous large cities across the
world, such as San Salvador, Caracas and Istanbul, all of which are considered exposed to potential
water provision issues in case of a major fire in their watershed [62].
Although fire activity can increase the net quantity of water downstream, potentially severe
impacts on water quality and timing/magnitude of event flows (i.e., floods) can impact a wide range
of ecological and human water resource uses (i.e., drinking water). This aspect will be explored in
further versions of the index. We argue that the WWR should be viewed primarily as a source of
cumulative effects on water resources whose watersheds are exposed, if not already impacted, by
forest degradation and human activities [63].
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3.4. Limitations and Improvements
The sensitivity analysis showed that water resource indicators tend to overwhelm fire-related
indicators in the pattern of the GWWEI. This raises a question about the assumption of equal weight
used in the aggregation process. While we considered this assumption acceptable to create our
framework, the variability in the spatial pattern of the index shows that different weighting schemes
could improve its robustness. The following versions will integrate an intermediate step based on a
survey of scientists, in order to obtain a robust rating of the score we should assign to each indicator.
This step has been previously used in several studies describing the creation of risk and resource
indices [20,22,59].
Our initial pool of data is a collection of common variables that are known to affect wildfire
activity and freshwater availability. Our indicator list is intentionally simple, though we expect to
extend it to explore the effect of alternative variables in future versions of the index. For instance,
area burned could be replaced by adding different variables that contribute to fire probability, such as
ecosystems’ net primary productivity or drought proneness [64]. Similarly, the Build-Up Index of the
FWI System may be a better proxy to fire impacts than FWI, because it better reflects burn severity,
a critical determinant of post-fire hydrological effects. The correlation in water resource indicators
must also be addressed by the inclusion of innovative information on surface freshwater availability,
such as lake density or stream network connectivity. Moreover, resulting estimates of GWWEI could
be improved if indicator data were averaged for biome-specific fire seasons, rather than annually. It is
important to underline that we were dependent on data availability; the improvement of our index
will therefore depend on the creation of and enhancements to global datasets, especially regarding
water-related indicators, given that several wildfire indicators already exist.
Our current version of the framework only considers overlapping additive effects mostly based
on long-term indicator averages. Further versions will address downstream cumulative effects in
space and time and explicitly consider existing connectivity in water systems that could potentially
lead to adverse effects on the water supply [65]. Extending the WWR framework to take into account
the induced risk to the downstream water supply implies the integration of a “spatial transmission”
process, in other words the capacity of a hazardous process to impact geographically-distant values
at risk [66]. This process has been translated in the “downstream routing” method recently used in
several studies related to the impact of human activities on water security at the global and continental
scale [20,59,67] and may be considered in future versions of the GWWEI.
4. Conclusions
A unique global view of the potential exposure of water resources to wildfire activity and a
valuable approach complementary to recent worldwide assessments of global exposure towards
natural hazards was presented herein [68,69]. The highest exposure scores were mostly clustered
in the tropical wet forests, whereas intermediate scores tended to be localized in tropical dry forest
and shrublands, as well as in several mountain ranges and boreal forests. The lowest levels were
found in the tundra, temperate forests and temperate prairies. These results represent an important
source of information that can be considered in the international governance of forested areas and
freshwater resources.
Notably, the sensitivity analysis showed an overwhelming influence of water resource indicators
on the final index scores, which indicates the need for several modifications in the weighting scheme,
such as incorporating expert opinion or including a larger set of variables. Future improvements to
the WWR framework should also explore restricting indicators’ score range to worldwide fire seasons
and develop new complementary indices that allow for the assessment of downstream water supply
vulnerability and the subsequent risk to dependent populations and ecosystems.
The global index presented in this study can help us pinpoint regions of potential concern that
may require a more detailed assessment of wildfire-induced risk to water resources. Indeed, high
exposure levels may reveal the potential for deleterious impacts on water quality and downstream
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cumulative effects that might in turn affect local to regional water security, especially in river basins
serving large populations. Although wildfires can impair water provision services from ecosystems,
they are a natural and essential ecosystem process. Therefore, a trade-off has to be found between
the preservation of natural fire regimes and the need for risk mitigation and source water protection.
In this regard, the definition of a WWR opens new perspectives in the understanding of the global
water and land systems. This framework adds an important component to the global water security
paradigm in the context of climate change that do not presently encompass global wildfire water risk.
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